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OPDRAG 17: FIELA SE KIND: OPSOMMING VAN LAASTE DEEL VAN BEDRYF 

EEN EN BEDRYF TWEE (VAN BLADSY 59 TOT 90) IN ENGELS 

(Summary of last part of Act One and Act Two (from pages 59 to 90)  

 

Agtergrond: 

 Graad 12 D het Fiela se kind tot op bladsy 64 (BENJAMIN: Ma moet saamgaan.) 

in die klas gelees. 

 Graad 12 W het Fiela se kind tot op bladsy 70 (ELIAS: Hy’s nog vreemd, hy sal 

regkom.) in die klas gelees. 

 Hierdie opsomming is van bladsy 59 af. 

 As jy nie skool toe kom nie, moet jy Fiela se kind (die teks) met behulp van 

hierdie opsomming op jou eie deurlees en bestudeer. (If you do not come to 

school, read and study Fiela se kind (the text) on your own, using this summary.) 

 As daar woorde en begrippe is wat jy nie verstaan nie, is jy welkom om my via 

Google Classroom te kontak.( If there are words and concepts that you do not 

understand, you are welcome to contact me via Google Classroom.)  

 

SCENE 4: In the Lange Kloof (pages 59 to 66) 

The Dikke and the Lange visit Fiela. 

Die Lange tells Fiela that the magistrate wants to see the white child: The white 

woman has to see if it is her child. 

Fiela is stubborn at first: Fiela wants to go along and offers to take Benjamin himself, 

but they refuse. 

The Lange gets impatient and tells Fiela that the child must be there by Friday. 

When she asked if she could ride with them, they said there was no room on the 

horse cart. 

Fiela had no choice but to stay. 

The Lange also promises he will bring Benjamin back on Saturday. 

That night she tells Benjamin what to expect and makes sure he looks well taken 

care of. 

She even bought Benjamin a new shirt and shoes and she washes him. 

While she washes him, she taught him how to answer the magistrate's questions. 

She also gives him five shillings so that he seems to have his own money and the 

magistrate can see that the Komoeties are not poor people. 

 

SCENE 1: In the magistrate's office (pages 67 to 69) 

Benjamin is now in Magistrate's Office in Knysna. 

The magistrate interrogated Benjamin and answered him exactly as Fiela had 

prepared him. 

The magistrate tries to explain to Benjamin that Barta van Rooyen is going to see if 

she recognizes him as her lost son, Lukas van Rooyen. 

Four other boys are brought to court and stand next to Benjamin (the identification 

parade). 
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Barta van Rooyen comes in. 

She points out Benjamin as her son Lukas van Rooyen. 

Benjamin does not understand the impact of this. 

The magistrate explained to him that he had to go to their house in the Forest with 

the Van Rooyens. 

Benjamin is very upset about this. 

 

SCENE 2: 

Part 1: Benjamin as Lukas at the van Rooyens (pages 69 to 70) 

Elias and Barta walk with Benjamin through the Forest to their home. 

Elias carries Benjamin's thrunk. 

They now call Benjamin Lukas. 

They try to talk to him, but he doesn't talk to them. 

Elias and Barta start to eat the food in his trunk and invite him to eat with them, but 

Lukas sits on his one away from them. 

Later they arrive at the forest house where the neighbuors and the Van Rooyen 

children are waiting for them. 

In the Van Rooyens forest house, Lukas kicks at Nina and Willem as they try to 

touch him. 

Elias tells Lukas to greet his brother and sister, but he refuses. 

Aunt Gertjie says he's just tired and scared; therefore he does not speak. 

 

PART 2: Lukas and Nina (pages 70 to 74) 

After this, the scene moves out of the house. 

Nina tries to talk to Lukas. 

He refuses, saying he waits for his mother to come and fetch him. 

Nina warns Lukas that Elias will hit him. 

Lukas tries to figure out which path will lead him to Fiela's house. 

Nina wants to show him her secret. 

She lures him away with the promise that she will show him the way to the Lange 

Kloof. 

Along the way, Nina tries to convince him that he is indeed her lost brother, Lukas. 

He refuses to believe it. 

Nina shows him her secret - four hidden bottles she blows to make music. 

Lukas offers Nina five shillings that Fiela gave him if she shows him how to get to the 

road that will take him back to Lange Kloof. 

She agrees, because with the five shillings she wants to buy her a harmonika and a 

blanket. 

Later, they arrive at Nina's secret place where she hides all her bottles. 

She plays music for Lukas on her bottles. 

Lukas tries to bribe Nina to show him the road to Lange Kloof. 

He will pay her with the five shillings Fiela gave him. 

He makes Nina to promise that she'll show him the way the next day. 
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PART 3: Elias, Barta and the children's role (pages 75 to 76) 

Elias decides that Lukas is going to saw beams from the next day to get rid of his 

moodiness. 

Barta warned Elias not to hit Lukas because the magistrate said he would send 

someone to come and see how the child was adjusting. 

If there are hit marks on him, they could get into trouble. 

Elias is adamant that he will take hold of Lukas if he does not stop his troubles. 

Elias is also upset because Lukas grew up with coloured people and still calls the 

whites “Boss”. 

Lukas and Nina are back in the forest. 

Elias refuses to let Lukas just sit around and not help with the chores. 

According to Elias, Barta is the reason that Nina doesn't help in the house either. 

Barta says that Nina loves the Forest and that they will not be able to keep her out of 

the Forest. 

 

SCENE 3 

PART 1: Fiela Day at the Magistrate's Office (pp. 77 to 78) 

Fiela arrives in Knysna where she goes to the magistrate's office. 

She wants to find out from the magistrate what happened to Benjamin. 

The first person Fiela speaks with is English. 

Fiela asks him to call someone who speaks Dutch. 

One of the cleaners arrives. 

Fiela asks him if she can see the magistrate. 

The cleaner calls someone to help her. 

 

PART 2: Fiela talks to the constable (p. 79 and 80) 

The cleaner comes back with the constable. 

Fiela explained to him the reason for her visit. 

The constable immediately knows what Fiela is talking about and tells her to wait 

while he talks to the magistrate. 

The constable returns with a new attitude. 

He says that Benjamin was identified by the Van Rooyens as their child. 

Fiela insists it's a lie. 

She would like to see the magistrate to resolve the matter. 

However, the magistrate is too busy and Fiela returns home unsuccessfully. 

SCENE 4 

PART 1: Elias finds Lukas in the Forest (pp. 80 to 82) 

Elias gets Lukas in the Forest. 

Lukas tries to run away, but Elias catches him. 

Anxious, Lukas yells at Elias and calls him "boss". 

Elias is furious. 

He beats Lukas until he agrees that the Van Rooyens are his family. 

 

PART 2: Elias cuts Nina's hair (pages 82 to 83) 
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Barta is upset at Lukas's condition. 

Lukas now saws beams for his "father". 

Nina is frivolous and just wants out, but Elias feels like she's been wandering around 

the Forest long enough. 

The forest is not a place for a girl. 

However, she disappears without his consent. 

When she returned, Elias grabbed her. 

He wants to cut her hair, but the scissors are too blunt. 

Then he cut her hair with a knife. 

 

SCENE 5: Fiela is back at home (pages 83 and 84) 

Fiela is back home. 

She asks Kittie to search the Bible for the story of the two women who fought over 

one child. Kittie doesn't get it. 

Fiela hopes Selling can calm her troubled heart. 

She wants to know if Benjamin could really have gone this far. 

Selling agrees with Fiela that it is impossible. 

Selling suggests they ask Peter Zondagh to find out where Benjamin is 

However, Fiela decides to go back to Knysna again and this time she will speak face 

to face with the magistrate. 

 

SCENES 6 AND 7: Fiela and the magistrate (pages 84 to 87) 

Fiela is back in Knysna at the magistrate's office. 

She sees the magistrate and introduces herself. 

She mentions the reason for her visit. 

The magistrate says that the case was settled and that the child was given to his 

parents. 

Fiela tries to explain that a child of three could not walk across the mountains to the 

Lange Kloof. 

Fiela asks the magistrate why, like King Solomon, he didn't give both women a 

chance to talk. 

She tells him that God does not forgive the person who is hurting a child. 

The magistrate warns her to stay away from the Forest. 

 

PART 2: The forest warden visits the Van Rooyens (pp. 87 to 89) 

Forester Kapp arrives at the Van Rooyens to hear how Lukas is doing 

According to Elias, he adapts well to them. 

Kapp also has to find out if the child still talks about the people in the Lange Kloof. 

Elias lies and says that he no longer talks about them. 

Barta wants to tell the truth, but Elias interrupts her. 

Kapp says that Fiela caused trouble in the village. 

The Van Rooyens should let the magistrate know when Fiela is causing trouble . 

Elias says that he will cause trouble if Fiela comes to them because Barta can't 

handle it. 
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The children are at that stage in the Forest. 

Elias asks Kapp to be on the lookout for a job for Nina. 

Elias says that Lukas is now among his own people. 

Kapp leaves shortly thereafter. 

Barta warns Elias that they would be in trouble if Lukas had shown up when Kapp 

was there. 

 

PART 3: Fiela visits the Van Rooyens (pages 89 to 90) 

Lukas prays. 

Elias comes in with the stuff Fiela brought for her son. 

Lukas wants to know where his mother is. 

Elias says the “brown skin” is gone and Barta is his mother. 

He also wants to threaten Fiela with justice. 

Lukas wants to run after them, but Elias threatens to hit him again. 

Lukas wants to know what Fiela said, but according to Elias, she just brought the 

stuff. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


